How to Cite Cases

Please cite cases from the Global Nonviolent Action Database using the following information:

[Author last name], [Author first name]. [year of publication found at the bottom of the page]. "[case title]." Global Nonviolent Action Database. Retrieved [month, day, year] ([URL]).

Here is an example:


A project of Swarthmore College, including Peace and Conflict Studies, the Peace Collection, and the Lang Center for Civic and Social Responsibility.
Copyright Swarthmore College.

Global Nonviolent Action Database is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.
Original website design and artwork created by Daniel Hunter.
Permissions beyond the scope of this license may be available at http://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu.

Registered users can login to the website.
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